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A famous drawing 

from the 1970’s 

showing the relative 

importance of 

experiment vs theory
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A famous drawing 

from the 1970’s 

showing the relative 

importance of 

experiment vs theory

But something 

else is present 

here...

an instrument!
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History of Particle Detectors -

• This history is interesting …
– Vigorous evolution, with creativity and serendipity

• This history is useful …

– Pay attention !

• Where are the future avenues for progress ?
– Beyond my pay grade…

• Will there be! GRIDS2018 46 August 2018



History of Particle Detectors -

• This history is interesting …
– Vigorous evolution, with creativity and serendipity

• This history is useful …

– Pay attention !

• Where are the future avenues for progress ?
– Opportunities lurk…!
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A biased history...

• A fairly personal perspective on this fascinating story 

- to indicate opportunities both found and missed -

and to look for lessons toward future advances.

• A comprehensive - and necessarily superficial -

review of all developments would miss this.

• Acknowledgments: 

– Michael Hauschild, Bill Moses, Werner Riegler,…
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Epochs: A Century of

Punctuated Equilibria

• First discoveries - “Bronze age”

– many particles inducing visible signals

• Single particle detection - “Age of discovery”
– large amplification achieved

• Complex event reconstruction - “Golden age”

– tracking, energy measurements, particle ID

• Present era - megalithic age?

– huge: data, systems, networks, collaborations…
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“Image & Logic”

• At the beginning, visual techniques 

dominated, persisting into the 2000’s

– we will look at those first

• Even from an early time, electronic ideas 

emerged to kindle further progress

– today, electronic techniques dominate
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Timeline of Particle Physics

and Instrumentation

1900 1950

1895
X-rays
W. C. Röntgen

1896
Radioactivity
H. Becquerel

1899
Electron
J. J. Thompson

1911
Atomic Nucleus
E. Rutherford

1920
Isotopes
E.W. Aston

1932
Neutron
J. Chadwick
Positron
C. D. Anderson

1947
Pion
C. Powell
Kaon
G. Rochester

1950
QED
R. Feynman
J. Schwinger
S. Tomonaga

1956
Neutrino
F. Reines

1960ies
El.-weak Th.
S.L. Glashow
A. Salam
S. Weinberg

1920
Isotopes
E.W. Aston

1920ies
Quantum Mechanics
W. Heisenberg
E. Schrödinger
P. Dirac

1973
Neutral
Currents

1974
J/
B. Richter
S.C.C. Ting

1975
Tau
M. Perl

1982/83
W/Z Bosons
C. Rubbia

1903
Spinthariscope
W. Crookes

1911
Cloud Chamber
C. T. R. Wilson

1928
Geiger-Müller
tube
H. Geiger
W. Müller

1929
Coincidences
W. Bothe

1934
Photomultiplier
H. Iams
B. Salzberg

1937
Nuclear Emulsion
M. Blau

1952
Bubble Chamber
D. Glaser

1968
MWPC
C. Charpak

1971
Drift Chamber
A. H. Walenta
J. Heintze
B. Schürlein

1974
TPC
D. Nygren

1983
Silicon Strip Det.
J. Kemmer
R. Klanner
B. Lutz

1936
Muon
C. D. Anderson

Spark

Chambers
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Signals  Physical information

• Ionization - “free” charge

• Scintillation - “free” light 

• Cherenkov  radiation

• Transition radiation

• Magnetic induction

• Phonons, acoustic, heat 

• ....?

• Energy

• Momentum

• Velocity

• Trajectory direction

• Particle type

• Charge

• Patterns

• Causality

• Time
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Common principle: physical gain mechanism
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Spinthariscope -1903
large energy deposit + sensitive eye = detection

• “In 1903, while observing the apparently uniform 

fluorescence on a zinc sulfide screen created by 

the radioactive emissions (mostly alpha 

radiation) of a sample of radium, William

Crookes spilled some of the radium sample, and, 

owing to its extreme rarity and cost, he was 

eager to find and recover it. Upon inspecting the 

zinc sulfide screen under a microscope, he 

noticed separate flashes of light created by 

individual alpha particle collisions with the 

screen. Crookes took his discovery a step 

further and invented a device specifically 

intended to view these scintillations. It consisted 

of a small screen coated with zinc sulfide affixed 

to the end of a tube, with a tiny amount of 

radium salt suspended a short distance from the 

screen and a lens on the other end of the tube 

for viewing the screen. Crookes named his 

device after the Greek word 'spintharis', 

meaning "a spark".”

• - from Wikipedia
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Spinthariscope -1903
large energy deposit + sensitive eye = detection

• “In 1903, while observing the apparently uniform 

fluorescence on a zinc sulfide screen created by 

the radioactive emissions (mostly alpha 

radiation) of a sample of radium, William

Crookes spilled some of the radium sample, and, 

owing to its extreme rarity and cost, he was 

eager to find and recover it. Upon inspecting the 

zinc sulfide screen under a microscope, he 

noticed separate flashes of light created by 

individual alpha particle collisions with the 

screen. Crookes took his discovery a step 

further and invented a device specifically 

intended to view these scintillations. It consisted 

of a small screen coated with zinc sulfide affixed 

to the end of a tube, with a tiny amount of 

radium salt suspended a short distance from the 

screen and a lens on the other end of the tube 

for viewing the screen. Crookes named his 

device after the Greek word 'spintharis', 

meaning "a spark".”

• - from Wikipedia

• But my wristwatch showed flashes too!
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• Wilson was a Scottish meteorologist 

at the Cavendish Labs

• He was fascinated by clouds in the 
Highlands, especially the ‘Brocken 

Spectre’

• Built a chamber to play with purified 

air, with changes in dust, pressure, 
temp, etc.

• Found that vapors condense around 

ionization when pressure is lowered 

and volume becomes 
supersaturated

• Cloud chambers were productive for 

a long time, even into the 60’s

C.T.R. Wilson and his Cloud Chamber
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Opera’s 

First Tau 

Neutrino 

Event -

July 2010

arXiv:1006.1623v1
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Where does the story of “electronic” 

particle detection really begin? ~1908

– Ernest Rutherford and Hans Geiger publish the 

first electrical detection of single ionizing events, in 

the Philosophical Magazine of the Royal Society: 

6 August 2018



“It has been recognized for several years that it 

should be possible by refined methods to detect 

a single α-particle by measuring the ionization it 

produces in its path. ”
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Rutherford and Geiger…

“We then had recourse to a method of 

automatically magnifying the electrical effect 

due to a single -particle. For this purpose we 

employed the principle of production of fresh 

ions by collision. In a series of papers, 

Townsend [2] has worked out the conditions 

under which ions can be produced by collisions 

with the neutral gas molecules in a strong 

electric field.”…
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Rutherford and Geiger…

…“In this way, the small ionization produced by 

one -particle in passing through the gas could 

be magnified several thousand times. The 

sudden current due to the entrance of an -

particle in the testing vessel was thus increased 

sufficiently to give an easily measurable 

movement of an ordinary electrometer.”
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Geiger-Müller Tube
The Geiger-Müller tube (1928 by Hans Geiger and Walther Müller)

Tube filled with inert gas (He, Ne, Ar) + organic vapour (alcohol) 

Central thin wire (20 – 50 µm ) , several 100 Volts between wire and tube

anode wire 

Strong increase of E-field close to the wire

electron gains more and more energy

above some threshold (>10 kV/cm)

electron energy  high enough to ionize other 
gas molecules

newly created electrons also start ionizing

avalanche process: exponential increase of 
electrons (and ions)

measurable signal on wire

G-M discharge spreads along wire

proportional mode: no spreading
primary electron 
starting to ionize 

+

-
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Scoop: How was the Geiger-Muller counter really invented?

Lesson: pay attention !

•In 1926, Muller was given a old brass tube with a wire inside

–“Spitzenzahler”–made by Geiger in 1913 under the guidance

of Rutherford, to study spark discharges.

•Muller discovered the Spitzenzahler behaved strangely, and

sometimes produced pulses on its own, with varying rate.

6 August 2018



How was the Geiger-Muller counter really invented?

• Muller paced around the room, unable to understand 

the refractory behavior of the Spitzenzahler.
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How was the Geiger-Muller counter really invented?

• Muller paced around the room, unable to understand 

the refractory behavior of the Spitzenzahler.

• He eventually realized that when he was standing in a 

certain position, the rate was greatly reduced.
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How was the Geiger-Muller counter really invented?

• Muller paced around the room, unable to understand 

the refractory behavior of the Spitzenzahler.

• He eventually realized that when he was standing in a 

certain position, the rate was greatly reduced.

• The effect was reproducible!

• Muller opens the door to the room behind him…

• A colleague in the next room had some radium! 

• Muller realizes his body is shielding the Spitzenzahler!

• Spitzenzahler is detecting radium γ-rays!
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The truth revealed…

• Muller tests his new device for 5 days

• Muller shows it to Geiger on 9 May 1928

• Geiger exclaims:

– “We are the only people who know of this 

wonderful instrument. We shall make it known, 

and a host of physicists shall use it.”

• No patent is sought, and the device is made 

freely available through publication

GRIDS2018 456 August 2018
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Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMT)

Invented in 1934 by Harley Iams and Bernard Salzberg (RCA)
based on photo effect and secondary electron emission

sensitive to single photons, replaced human eye + belladonna at scintillator screen

first device had gain ~8 only, but already operated at >10 kHz

(human eye: up to 150 counts/minute for a limited time)

nowadays still in use everywhere, gain up to 108

recent developments: multi-anode (segmented) PMTs, hybrid and pure silicon PMs

photo cathode 

dynodes:
secondary 
electron 
emission 

anode 

plastic scintillator 

classic PMT 

Silicon PM = 
array of avalanche 

photo diodes 
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H. Friedman, Proc. Institute of Radio Engineers 37 (1949)

Multi-wire common-enclosure geometries!
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Multi Wire Proportional Chambers 
Geiger-Müller tube: Long recovery times for ions to clear

Multi Wire Proportional Chamber (MWPC) 1968 by Georges Charpak, 

Nobel Prize 1992

put many wires close together with individual signal circuits 

short distance between two parallel plates

Georges Charpak 

Georges Charpak, Fabio Sauli and Jean-Claude Santiard 

cathode plane (-)

cathode plane (-)

anode plane (+),
many wires,

a few mm apart

E

E

charged particle

C
ER

N
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E x B  0     

Track distortion!

“Particle Detection with Drift Chambers”, Blum, Riegler, Rolandi
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The dreaded N2 ambiguity

• Suppose you have a detector 

(MWPC,...) that measures separately 

the x and y coordinates of tracks.  

• If N tracks appear simultaneously, then 

you have N x coordinates, and also     

N y coordinates.  You have N2 possible 

combinations of <x,y>.  

• Which are the right ones?

GRIDS2018 526 August 2018



The N2 ambiguity resolved?

• Suppose you have a detector 

(MWPC,...) that measures separately 

the x and y coordinates of tracks.  

• If N tracks appear simultaneously, then 

you have N x coordinates, and also            

N y coordinates.  You have N2 possible 

combinations of <x,y>.  

• Which are the right ones?

• Unpleasant for N > ~10

• Anguish rises ~ N3 ?
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Wade Allison 1972 - Identification of Secondaries by Ionization Sampling -

A rectangular box 

5m long, 2m wide 

and 4m high, filled 

with argon-CO2 at 

one bar pressure.

320 samples of 

ionization yielded 

7.4% FWHM dE/dx

resolution

DAQ: 

Store pulse height 

and time whenever 

threshold is crossed



Origins of the TPC idea

• February 1974: Complete frustration, while trying to conceive a 

detector concept for SPEAR, an electron-positron collider at SLAC.

• Epiphany #1: if electric drift field is parallel to B, 

– then E x B distortion of tracks becomes negligible...!

• Epiphany # 2: Spark chamber tracks brighter, narrower when B-

field on... !

– Maybe diffusion transverse to fields is suppressed...? 

–  = (2DT)1/2

– Dm = D/(1 + ()2)  is cyclotron frequency,  is mean collision time

– can  >>1?
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Origins of the TPC idea

• February 1974: Complete frustration, while trying to conceive a 

detector concept for SPEAR, an electron-positron collider at SLAC.

• Epiphany #1: if electric drift field is parallel to B, 

– then E x B distortion of tracks becomes negligible...!

• Epiphany # 2: Spark chamber tracks brighter, narrower when B-

field on... !

– Maybe diffusion transverse to fields is suppressed...? 

–  = (2DT)1/2

– Dm = D/(1 + ()2)  is cyclotron frequency,  is mean collision time

– can  >>1?

– Townsend, 1912  !!!!!!!
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Revelation

•In argon and methane, a 
sharp minimum exists in the 
electron-atom cross-section at 
~0.25 eV; this is the 
Ramsauer-Townsend effect. 

•This leads to a very large ; 
hence  >>1

Example: PEP-4 TPC  B ~ 1 T  
8.5 bars Ar/CH4 (90/10)

 ≥10

D reduced by ~two orders of 
magnitude with B field on!

•Quantum mechanics in action! 
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PEP-4 TPC

dE/dx: 2.7% rms

σ(t) ~1 ns rms

Ar-Ch4

pressure:

8 ½ bars

6 August 2018
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TPC Sector
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Electronic Advances - 1970’s

• Scene: PEP-4 HQ (1975) 
– TPC provides superb information arriving at sectors...

– Too many pad channels to use discrete S/H circuits!

– How to read out the complex events foreseen at PEP?

• Idea: Let’s try continuous waveform sampling - !?
– Can we use new-fangled charge-coupled device (CCD)?

– Linear array for delay-line applications existed (Fairchild) 

– Capture information at super-high-rate: 10 MHz

– Digitize captured analog information <1 MHz when trigger occurs

– When clock frequency switched, CCD device didn’t work!

– Fairchild graciously redesigned the internals to avoid “corners”

– An enabling technology - essential to ultimate success of PEP-4.
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Large TPCs in action today
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STAR TPC:

Production of anti-

strange 3H followed 

by decay to anti-
3He 

Credit: Hank Crawford
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How to go from AMANDA - a 

centralized analog DAQ - to a 

DAQ based on a low-power 

decentralized digital network?

Wanted: 14-bit 400MHz ADC

Digital Optical Module (DOM)

86 strings completed 5000 

DOMs in January 2011

~2 ns rms resolution over 

1km3 volume, 98% alive

A prime example of functional 

devolution (decentralization) 

made possible by electronic 

advances.

IceCube at the south pole - megalith #1 
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(1996): Why not use Stuart Kleinfelder’s new ASIC?

Analog Transient Wave Recorder (ATWR)

Stuart’s Master’s thesis, UCB

***

Switched-capacitors: low power

Three input channels

256 samples per channel

synchronous sampling: variable 

from 200 - 1000 MHz!

10 bit S/N, but: No internal ADC!  

Stuart adds internal ADC - ready!
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FPGA

CPU

CPLD
Flash Flash

PMT Power

SDRAM

SDRAM

ATWD

ATWD

fADC

DAC

Monitor

& Control

LPF

LC

x16

x2

x0.25

Flasher

Board

Pulser

DACs & ADCs

Corning Frequency Ctl 

(was Toyocom)

4Mb    4Mb

16Mb

16Mb

+/-5V, 3.3V,

2.5V, 1.8V

64 Bytes

Delay

Trigger (2)

ADC

Oscillator

20 MHz

40 MHz
MUX

(n+1)

(n–1)

DOR

OB-LED

1 5

4 8

x 2.6 x 9

10b

10b

10b

10b

8b

32b

16b

8b

8b, 10b, 12b

DP

Ram

1 megabaud

DC-DC

Configuration

Device
8Mbit

Digital Optical Module Block Diagram

GTP, LBNL, 26 Mar, 2004



Timing up IceCube

• Send a large bipolar pulse down to DOM: 

“what time do you have?”

• DOM captures local time, waits a bit

• DOM then sends identical bipolar pulse back 

up: “Here is my local time.”

• Surface DAQ captures return pulse timing.

• From these two pulses + messages, cable 

length and local time are found: ±2 ns rms
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• DOM captures local time, waits a bit
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up: “Here is my local time.”

• Surface DAQ captures return pulse timing.
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length and local time are found: ±2 ns rms
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“Obvious” now, but not so in late 90’s



S. Swordy

Cosmic ray flux vs. Energy - megalith #2

UHECR!

• One particle per century per km2!

• Many interesting questions!

• Pierre Auger Observatory shows 

how functional devolution makes it 

possible to study rare processes

• (nearly) uniform power-law spectrum   

spanning 10 orders of magnitude in E 

and 32 in flux!

• structures :

~ 3 – 5 1015 eV: knee

change of source?   new physics? 

~ 3 1018 eV:  ankle

transition galactic – extragalatic?

change in composition?

706 August 2018 GRIDS2018



The  Auger Observatory: Hybrid design

• A large surface detector array (1600 
water tanks for Cherenkov light) 
combined with fluorescence 
detectors results in a unique and 
powerful design;

• Each tank operates as a stand-alone 
system for power, timing, and 
amplitude measurements, relayed 
by radio to central DAQ

• Simultaneous shower measurement 
allows for transfer of the nearly 
calorimetric energy calibration  from 
the fluorescence detector to the 
event gathering power of the surface 
array.
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Auger surface array station - devolution

Communications 

antenna
GPS antenna

Electronics

enclosure Solar panels

Battery box

3 photomultiplier 

tubes looking into the 

water collect light 

made by the particles

Plastic tank with 

12 tons of very 

pure water



Some History of Scintillation Materials

ZnS(Ag)

CaWO4

NaI(Tl)

CdWO4, CsI(Tl)

CsF, CsI, LiI:Eu

Silicate glass:Ce

SrI2:Eu, CsI(Na)

BaF2 (slow)

Bi4Ge3O12

YAlO3:Ce

BaF2 (fast), Gd2SiO5:Ce

(Y,Gd)2O3:Eu,Pr

CeF3

PbWO4

LuAlO3:Ce   LuBO3:Ce

LuPO4:Ce

RbGd2Br7:Ce

Lu2SiO5:Ce

LaCl3:Ce, LaBr3:Ce

LuI3:Ce, CsLiLaBr7:Ce, CeBr3

BaI2:Ce 

BaBrI:Eu, CsBa2I5:Eu

CaF2:Eu, CdS:In, ZnO:Ga

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020

LuI3, Lu2Si2O7:Ce
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Visit: scintillators@lbl.gov

564 substances measured!

mailto:scintillators@lbl.gov


Hofstadter 1975 “25 Years of Scintillation Counting”

“For comparative studies of luminescence I prepared several samples of crystalline 

anthracene, naphthalene, a glaze of NaI(Tl), crystalline KI(Tl), NaCl(Tl), KBr(Tl), 

CaWO4, etc., and in the dark laid them all on a simple spectroscopic photographic 

plate nearby each other. Then I put the loaded plate in a thin card- board box after 

covering the assembly in black paper. I placed a radium source above the samples 

about one half a meter away and exposed the crystals for about a half hour. I then 

removed the source, shook off the powders or crystals and then developed and fixed 

the photographic plate in the usual way. To my great surprise and pleasure, the area 

under the former position of the NaI(Tl) powder was intensely black while that under 

the other samples, even under the KI(Tl), was hardly affected. At this point I suspected 

that I had produced something spectacularly good, but I did not yet know that the NaI 

(Tl) would scintillate, or produce flashes or pulses with a short decay time. Shortly 

afterwards I prepared a polycrystalline sample of NaI(Tl) in a 1/2" quartz test tube 

which was sealed off and protected the NaI(Tl) sample from air so that no deterioration 

could occur during experimentation or use of the crystal sample.”

IEEE Trans Nucl Sci NS-22, 13-25, 1975
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BGO: pay attention!

• Marv Weber working at Raytheon on BGO:Nd laser material.

• At that time, Raytheon also interested in x-ray CT.

• Marv’s best friend worked in the adjacent lab on CT.

• BGO placed in x-ray machine, luminescence observed.

• Publish paper on “Spectral and Luminescence Properties” in J. 

Appl. Phys. Only the final paragraph is on x-ray properties.

• Marv leaves Raytheon, does nothing more about BGO.

• Nestor & Huang at Harshaw read paper, grow BGO, measure 

scintillation properties, publish in IEEE TNS, …

• BGO dominates PET for >25 years.
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Got Lucky on the First Sample!

Serendipity and LSO

• Chuck Melcher working at Schlumberger on new scintillators for well 

logging (fast, high-density, bright).

• Notices that P-47 phosphor (Y2SiO5:Ce) and GSO scintillator (Gd2SiO5:Ce) 

are fast and bright.

• Makes powders substituting Y/Gd with other trivalent atoms, as well as 

other metals (W, V, Ta,…) for Si.

• Bright signal observed in several samples.

• Crystals grown of brightest samples.

• Very good scintillation properties seen in crystalline LSO.

• Light output of first LSO crystals in top 10% of all LSO grown!

• All Siemens PET cameras sold since 2003 use LSO.
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Serendipity and LaBr3:Ce

• Derenzo & Moses working at LBNL on scintillator search.

• Purchase powder of LaBr3 for testing.

• Powder is 99.9% pure.

• Remaining 0.1% very likely to have been Cerium.

• Material is hygroscopic, but Moses doesn’t realize this and 

doesn’t store sample properly.

• Sample absorbs water from atmosphere and “melts.”

• LaBr3 sample discarded, but scintillation properties of 412 other 

samples are measured.

• LaBr3:Ce discovered >10 years later by Delft group.

Got Unlucky on the First Sample!
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Energy resolution in Scintillators
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Energy resolution in Scintillators
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Non-Proportionality—

Light Output per keV Depends on Energy

• W. Mengesha, T. Taulbee, B. Rooney and J. Valentine, IEEE Trans. Nucl. 

Sci. NS-45, pp. 456-461, 1998.

Ideal Scintillator 

Would Be a 

Horizontal Line

What’s going

on here? 
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Non-Proportionality Degrades Energy Resolution

Scintillator Crystal

Incident 

Gamma 

Ray

Knock-On 

Electron

Several Energetic Electrons Are Produced

(different photons/MeV  different total # photons)

Delta Ray

Fluorescent 

X-Ray

Auger 

Electron
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Atomic processes in xenon

GRIDS2018 85Credit: C. A. N. Conde6 August 2018



Xenon: Strong dependence of energy 

partition fluctuations on density! 

For  <0.55 g/cm3, ionization energy resolution is “intrinsic”

Ionization 
signal only

Here, the 
fluctuations 
are normal

Large
fluctuations 

between 
light/charge 

at LXe density



DM: S2/S1 
suffers! 
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Xenon:

critical

T is room

temperature
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137Cs -ray 662 keV

Xenon gas @ ~10 bars

electroluminescent TPC

Ionization signal only!

Energy resolution in xenon - rather nice!
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Scintillation: Gamma Camera
Elements of a two-
dimensional position-
sensitive scintillation 
detector, commonly called a 
gamma camera.

Developed by Hal Anger 
during the 1950's at the E.O. 
Lawrence "Rad Lab" (now 
called LBNL)

This "Anger Scintillation 
Camera" can be found in 
almost every hospital in the 
world. Used with 99mTc for 
brain imaging and 201Tl for 
heart imaging.
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Image: L. Shao, Philips Medical Systems

Scintillator

Crystals

(NaI:Tl)

Photomultiplier

Tubes

GRIDS2018 90

Anger Camera
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PET Detector with PMTs

• High Efficiency
(>85%)

• High Spatial Resolution
(<5 mm)

• Low Cost
(<$100/cm2) 

• Short Dead Time
(<1 s cm2)

• Good Timing Resolution
(<5 ns fwhm)

• Good Energy Resolution
(<100 keV fwhm)

Based on BGO or LSO “Block Detector”

Array of Scintillator Crystals

Photomultiplier Tubes

*Image courtesy of M. Casey, CPS Innovations

At 511 keV:



Crystals Identified with Anger Logic

Can Decode Up To 64 Crystals with BGO

X-Ratio

Y-Ratio

Profile

through

Row 2:

Array of Scintillator Crystals

Photomultiplier Tubes



First true photon-counting 

mammography system in

every-day clinical use. 

Based on slot-scan geometry 

with edge-on silicon-strips for 

high x-ray detection efficiency.

Factor of >3 less dose !

Developed at LBNL, then 

commercialized by Sectra,

Sweden, (system now owned by 

Phillips). In use all over world; 

FDA approval in USA delayed 

until recently… 

Another medical application!
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First true photon-counting 

mammography system in

every-day clinical use. 

Based on slot-scan geometry 

with edge-on silicon-strips for 

high x-ray detection efficiency.

Factor of >3 less dose !

Developed at LBNL, then 

commercialized by Sectra,

Sweden, (system now owned by 

Phillips). In use all over world; 

FDA approval in USA delayed 

until recently…

I didn’t get the patent!  

Another medical application!
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First true photon-counting 

mammography system in

every-day clinical use. 

Based on slot-scan geometry 

with edge-on silicon-strips for 

high x-ray detection efficiency.

Factor of >3 less dose !

Developed at LBNL, then 

commercialized by Sectra,

Sweden, (system now owned by 

Phillips). In use all over world; 

FDA approval in USA delayed 

until recently…

I didn’t get the patent! RATS! 

Another medical application!
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Bottom line - history...

• Why were some good ideas grasped so slowly?

• Easy pickings gone? - Maybe...

• Serendipity gone? - I don’t think so!

• Where’s the next great opportunity? ... your task!

• Know something beyond your computer screen…

• Find and befriend your exceptional rare engineer

• Pay attention to the weird stuff you encounter !
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Bottom line - history...

• Why were some good ideas grasped so slowly?

• Easy pickings gone? - Maybe...

• Serendipity gone? - I don’t think so!

• Where’s the next great opportunity? ... your task!

• Know something beyond your computer screen…

• Find and befriend your exceptional rare engineer

• Pay attention to the weird stuff you encounter !

Over to you !
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Top 5 Candidates vs. NaI(Tl)
Crystal LaBr3:Ce Cs2LiLaBr6:

Ce

SrI2:Eu Ba2CsI5:E

u

BaBrI:E

u

NaI(Tl)

Structure Hexagonal Cubic Ortho-

rhombic

Monoclinic Ortho-

rhombic

Cubic

Band 

Gap

6.2 eV 5.8 eV 5.4 eV 5.1 eV 5.3 eV 5.9 eV

Density 5.1 4.2 4.5 5.0 5.0 3.67

Decay 

time

17 ns 55 ns 1,200 

ns

1,400 ns 500 ns 230 ns

Luminosity 

(ph/MeV)

60,000 60,000 100,000 97,000 87,000 42,000

Energy 

resolution 

@ 662KeV

2.8% 

(Delft)

3.0%

(RMD)

3.0% 

(LLNL)

3.8% 

(LBNL)

4.3% 

(LBNL)

6-7%

Detection 

efficiency*

30% 26% 31% 36% 35% 23%
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